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Abstract

Bluetooth is a new short-range radio technology to form a small wireless system. In most of the current bluetooth products, the master polls

the slaves in a round robin (RR) manner and it may waste a significant amount of power. Many solutions were proposed to reduce the power

consumption of the slaves. However, these solutions cannot achieve a good balance between the power consumption and QoS provision. We

propose an adaptive power-conserving scheme to address this problem. The proposed solution schedules each flow based on its predictive

rate and achieves power optimization based on a low-power mode existing in the bluetooth standard. Unlike other research work related to

low-power, we also consider QoS provision for each flow. Theoretical analyses verify that our scheme can achieve throughput guarantees,

delay guarantees, and fairness guarantees. Simulation results demonstrate that our scheme outperforms the RR scheme and other existing

works in terms of significant power saving and good QoS provision. It also shows that there exists a tradeoff between power and delay under

varies traffic models.

q 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Bluetooth is a promising technology which is aimed at

supporting wireless connectivity among mobile devices,

such as cellular phones, headsets, PDAs, digital cameras,

laptop computers and their peripheries. The technology

enables the design of low-power, small-size, low-cost radios

that can be embedded in existing portable devices [15].

Bluetooth is different from most of the existing wireless

networks such as 802.11 wireless LANs, which use a CSMA

[7] style MAC protocol. It is a frequency hopping system [6]

which can support multiple communication channels in a

common area (each channel is defined by a unique frequency

hopping sequence). As a result, multiple communication

channels can be geographically overlapped and the distance

relationship cannot determine the topology of the network.

In bluetooth, a group of nodes sharing a common channel

is called a piconet. Each piconet has a master and at most

seven slaves as group participants. Within a piconet, the

channel is shared using a slotted time division duplex

protocol and is managed by the master. Bluetooth supports

two types of channels: synchronous and asynchronous. For

synchronous communications, the master and slaves com-

municate with each other at regular intervals of time which

are reserved in advance. For asynchronous communications,

the master uses a polling style protocol to allocate time slots

to the slaves [17]. That means the master polls a slave and

the slave responses in the next time slot and so on. The main

advantage of the polling based scheduling scheme is

simplicity, which makes the bluetooth device simpler,

lower power and lower cost compared to other wireless

communication devices (e.g. wireless LAN card). In most of

the current bluetooth products, the master polls the slaves in

a round robin (RR) manner. Many new scheduling schemes

[2,9,10,12,13,18] have been proposed to improve the

performance of the piconet. However, the polling based

RR scheduling has another drawback when considering

power consumption. The master polls each slave as quick as

possible. If the slave being polled has no packet to send, two

time slots will be wasted. As a result, if the slave’s traffic

density is low, a large amount of power will be wasted due
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to excessive polling. Meanwhile, since a slave does not

know when it will be polled, it has to keep listening and

wasting lots of power.

There has been a lot of research on low-power control

for wireless devices. At the hardware level, the communi-

cation device can adjust the power level used by the mobile

transmitter during active communication [16]. At the

software level, we can reduce the power consumed by

communication devices [11] and non-communication

devices such as displays, disks, and CPUs [4]. The

underlying principle is to estimate when the device will

be used and suspend it for those idle intervals. Following

this principle, some solutions [3] have been proposed to

reduce the power consumption of slaves in a piconet by

putting them to low-power mode periodically. Then, the

slave stays in active only when it has packets to transmit or

receive, which could significantly increase the power

efficiency. These solutions work well when power

consumption is the major concern. However, they may

not be able to provide good QoS provision to each flow at

the same time.

In this paper, we propose a new scheme which focuses on

reducing the power consumption of slaves with a certain

QoS provision. The basic idea is to let the master poll the

slave when the slave has data to send and make the slave

stay in the low-power mode until the master wants to

communicate with it. In order to maintain QoS guarantees,

we use the guaranteed service model [19] as the underlying

model of our approach and assume that every flow is

allocated a flow rate (in bps). Based on this model, we

propose a non-work-conserving MAC layer scheduling

scheme in which the master arranges a power efficient

polling sequence based on the current prediction of the flow

data rate. We use the hold operation mode of bluetooth to

make the slave idle whenever there is no data addressed to it

so that the slave can avoid unnecessarily staying in active.

Intuitively, power conservation is achieved by reducing the

number of unnecessary polling slots and unnecessary active

periods. Since the prediction may not always be accurate,

the slave may not have data to send while being polled, in

which case, power will be wasted. In order to reduce this

kind of mis-prediction, our scheme applies additive-

increase multiplicative-decrease to adaptively adjust the

predicted rate of the flow based on the power tuning knob

and the flow attribute parameters. We show the throughput,

delay, and fairness properties of our scheme via theoretical

analyses and demonstrate the advantages of our scheme

through extensive simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

gives a brief introduction to the background and the

motivation of the paper. In Section 3, we describe our

scheduling algorithm in details and give analytical results of

throughput, delay and fairness. The performance of our

approach is evaluated in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the

paper.

2. Background and motivations

2.1. Bluetooth operation modes

Bluetooth defines four operational modes: Active, Sniff,

Hold and Park. In the Active mode, a bluetooth device

actively participates on the channel. In the Sniff mode, the

native clock cycle of a slave’s listen activity is reduced to

specified periodic time slots, which are called sniff slots, and

the master will poll the slave every sniff slots. In the Hold

mode, a slave goes into sleep mode for a specified amount of

time: holdTO. After holdTO time, the slave returns to active

mode. This means that the slave temporarily leaves the

channel for a time interval of holdTO. Before entering the

hold mode, the master and the slave agree on the time

duration that the slave should remain in the hold mode.

After the slave wakes up, it will synchronize to the traffic on

the channel and will wait for further information from the

master. In the Park mode, the slave is in a sleep mode for an

unspecified amount of time and gives up its active member

address AM_ADDR. The master has to explicitly make the

slave active at a future time by broadcasting through the

beacon channel [1]. The parked slave wakes up at regular

intervals to listen to the channel in order to re-synchronize

and to check for beacon channel message.

2.2. The guaranteed service model

Each unit of data transmission at the network level in a

packet-switch network is a packet. We refer to the sequence

of packets transmitted by a source as a flow [5]. We consider

the guaranteed service model as following: before the

communication starts, the source needs to specify its flow

traffic characteristics and the desired performance require-

ments. When the network admits the request, it guarantees

that the specified performance requirements will be met

provided that the source follows its traffic specification [19].

In addition, the network has an admission mechanism that

may reject the source’s connection request due to lack of

resource or administrative constrains. Thus, this service

contract is settled before the real data transfer during a

connection establishment process and is kept valid through-

out the life time of the flow. The network meets the

requirements of all flows by appropriately scheduling its

resource. A scheduling algorithm can be classified as either

work-conserving or non-work-conserving. For working-

conserving scheduling, a server is never idle when there is a

packet to send. For non-work-conserving scheduling, each

packet is not served until it is eligible [19], even though the

server is idle at that time.

2.3. Motivations

In current commercial bluetooth products, the

RR scheduling scheme is applied as well as specified in

the bluetooth specification. Under this scheduling policy,
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the master works in the work-conserving manner and keeps

polling the slaves of the piconet in turns. For example, as

shown in Fig. 1, there are seven slaves and seven flows in the

piconet. Under the RR policy, the master’s schedule

sequence is: S1 –S2 –S3 –S4 –S5 –S6 –S7: Suppose it is slave

S1’s turn, the master has to poll S1 no matter S1 has a packet to

send or not since it does not know S1’s real-time traffic

situation. If S1 does not have any packet to send, it will reply a

NULL packet. Thus, a couple of time slots and some amount

of power are wasted due to this polling. As a result, ifflow f1’s

rate is low, lots of power can be wasted due to the excessive

polling towards S1: Because packet length might vary, other

slaves cannot know the exact time when it will be polled.

Therefore, they need keep listening to the channel and waste

a large amount of power. In order to fix these problems, we

propose a MAC layer scheduling scheme and use the hold

mode to optimize the power consumption while providing

guaranteed service for the flows in the piconet. The basic idea

is to let the master poll the slave when the slave has a packet

to send. Also, we want to let the slave be active only when the

master accesses it. The master allocates time slots to a flow

based on the predicted rate of the flow. Since the prediction

may not always be accurate, it may incur more power

consumption under the scheme due to the mis-prediction. We

use an adaptive method to adjust the predicted rate of the flow

in order to reduce the cost of mis-predictions. This policy is

power-conserving because it can reduce the number of

unnecessary polling and let the slave stay in the idle mode as

long as possible.

3. An adaptive power-conserving algorithm

In this section, we present the adaptive power-conserving

service discipline for bluetooth (APCB) which is based on

the following assumptions: (i) error-free channel, (ii) single

piconet and (iii) the system clock is synchronized among the

master and the slaves.

3.1. The APCB service model

We adopt the idea of the virtual clock service model [20]

and require each flow to provide its attribute parameters,

such as flow rate and burstiness degree, before the

communication starts. The sender/receiver of the flow and

the master (if different) will keep these parameters. The flow

has a queue at its sender side, and the master (if different)

forwards the flow’s packets to the receiver (if different) and

does not buffer the packets. If the master is different from

the sender of the flow, which is true in most cases, it cannot

get the real-time knowledge of the arrival time of a flow’s

packets; i.e. when the sender has the next packet to send. As

a result, the master only uses the expected arrival time

(EAT) of the packets of the flow to predict when the sender

will have packet to send. Without loss of correctness, when

the master is the sender of a flow, the master can still use

EAT to indicate when the next packet will be sent. For

clarity, we introduce some notations in Table 1. The pseudo-

code of APCB is shown in Fig. 3.

In the APCB service model, the master works in non-

work-conserving manner in our scheduling policy. It will try

to serve the flow which has the packet with the smallest

EAT, and use the node’s address to break the tie. The whole

algorithm is related to the master and the end nodes, which

are Senderi and Receiveri of flow i: Applying the same

algorithm, the master, Senderi; and Receiveri can mutually

agree on the next polling time based on the current packet

length Lk
i and the current expected data rate rðpk

i Þ: If there is

a mis-prediction, which means Senderi does not have data to

send while being polled, they will adaptively adjust rðpk
i Þ

and prolong the interval of the next polling time to

Lmax
i =rðpk

i Þ: We use Lmax
i as the current packet length when

a mis-prediction happens in order to let the scheme work

more power efficiently. Because the end nodes also adjust

rðpk
i Þ as the master does, mutual agreement can be

established. Since the nodes apply the same algorithm, if

the master is different from the end nodes, unlike the hold

Table 1

Notations used in Section 3

Notation Description

Lk
i The length of the kth packet of flow i

Lmax
i The maximum packet length of flow i

EATðpk
i Þ The expected arrival time of the kth packet of flow i

ri The maximum rate admitted to flow i (in bps)

rðpk
i Þ The expected data rate of flow i (in bps), where the

kth packet is the head-of-line packet. It is

initialized to ri

ai The power tuning knob for flow i and 0. 0 , ai # 1:0

si The burstiness degree of flow i and si $ 1

kstart; sleepl The node will hold from time start and last

sleep second(s)

clock The system time clock

d The time for the end nodes of flow i to re-synchronize

the channel from hold to active, which is set to be

1 time slot (625 ms) in this paper

Fig. 1. A piconet example.
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operation defined in the specification, no extra messages are

required to explicitly coordinate the hold period between the

master and the end nodes under the APCB scheme, which is

shown in Fig. 2. As shown in the figure, Senderi and

Receiveri calculate the EAT of flow i independently, and

know that the master will not serve flow i until the EATi:

Therefore, the master, Senderi and Receiveri can agree on

the hold period, which is equal to holdTO. If no other flow is

connected to Senderi and Receiveri; they can go into hold

mode and wake upon EATi: Since the master manages the

piconet, it does not turn off to sleep at any time.

The parameter ai is used to control how much rðpk
i Þ

decreases. When ai ¼ 1:0; rðpk
i Þ does not change. With a

smaller ai; rðpk
i Þ drops much faster, and then the device

could reduce the power consumption. Similarly, si is used

to control how much rðpk
i Þ increases. If flow i is bursty, the

delay can be reduced by selecting a larger si: The function

GetActualIdlePeriod in Fig. 3 needs to be further explained.

Suppose a slave is the end node of flow set M; its actual hold

period kstart; sleepl is calculated according to:

kstart; sleepl ¼ >i[Mkstarti; sleepil ð1Þ

If sleep # 1; where 1 is the threshold for holding, the slave

will not hold. Using this function can eliminate the situation

where the master sends a packet to a holding slave. In

Receiveri; if the receiver does not receive a packet addressed

to it until the channel is idle, which means the sender did not

have data to send, p will be set to NULL. The variable

WakeupTime is used when p is set to NULL. Since the

receiver may wait some time until the channel is idle (a

packet of another flow may be on the fly during this period),

we use WakeupTime and clock to adjust the sleep interval

length of the receiver so that it can wake upon time and get

further forwarded packets of flow i from the master.

3.2. Analysis of the APCB service model

In this section, we demonstrate the QoS properties of the

APCB service model. Let EFTðpk
i Þ denote the Expected

Finish Time of the kth packet of flow i; and it is defined as:

EFTðpk
i Þ ¼ EATðpk

i Þ þ
Lk

i

rðpk
i Þ

ð2Þ

Two functions are used to convert the real time to virtual

time: vsðtÞ and vf ðtÞ; where vsðtÞ is the EAT of the packet in

service at time t; and vf ðtÞ is the EFT of the packet in service

at time t: Wf ðt1; t2Þ is the aggregated length of the packets

served in the interval ½t1; t2�:

Lemma 1. If flow f is backlogged through the interval

½t1; t2�; then in the APCB service model

Wf ðv1; v2Þ $ rf ðv2 2 v1 2 Dtf Þ2 Lmax
f ða21

i 2 ff Þ ð3Þ

where

v1 ¼ vsðt1Þ; v2 ¼ vf ðt2Þ; ff ¼
ð1 2 aiÞrf

siL
max
f

$ %
;

and Dtf ¼
Xff

i¼1

Lmax
f

airf þ siL
max
f i

Fig. 2. An example of mutual agreement among the nodes.

Fig. 3. The algorithm of APCB.
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Proof. From the APCB algorithm, the packets served in the

interval ½v1; v2� can be partitioned into two sets:

† The set, donated by A; consists of packets that have the

expected rate lower than rf : Formally,

A ¼ {klrðpk
f Þ , rf } ð4Þ

Let t̂A denote the time needed to serve packet set A and

t̂A ¼
P

i[A Li
f =rðp

i
f Þ:

† The set, denoted by B; consists of packets that have the

expected rate equal to rf : Formally,

B ¼ {klrðpk
f Þ ¼ rf } ð5Þ

Let t̂B denote the time needed to serve packet set B:

Suppose the server serves the first packet of flow f ; which is

pk
f ; at time t0 ðv1 # t0 # v1 þ Lf k=rðp

k
f Þ). Since flow f is

backlogged in the interval ½v1; v2�; we can get:

Wf ðv1; v2Þ ¼ Wf ðt0; t̂AÞ þ rf t̂B ð6Þ

Since t̂A þ t̂B # v2 2 t0; and rðpi
f Þ , rf ði [ AÞ; we can

easily find that Wf ðv1; v2Þ increases as t̂A drops. Thus,

Wf ðv1; v2Þ has the smallest value when rðpk
f Þ ¼ airf and

Li
f ¼ Lmax

f ði [ AÞ: According to the APCB algorithm, the

number of packets in set A; which is denoted by ff ; is

equal to

ð1 2 aiÞrf

siL
max
f

$ %
:

As a result, in the worst case

Wf ðt0; t̂AÞ ¼ ff L
max
f ð7Þ

t̂A ¼
Xff

i¼1

Lmax
f

airf þ siL
max
f i

ð8Þ

From Eqs. (6)–(8), and t0 # v1 þ Lmax
f =ðaf rf Þ; we can get:

Wðt1; t2Þ $ rf v2 2 v1 2
Lmax

f

af rf

2 t̂A

 !
þ ff L

max
f

¼ rf ðv2 2 v1 2 t̂AÞ2 Lmax
f ða21

f 2 ff Þ ð9Þ

By substituting t̂A with Dtf ; the Lemma follows. A

Lemma 2. If flow f is backlogged through the interval

½t1; t2�; then in the APCB service model

Wf ðv1; v2Þ # rf ðv2 2 v1Þ þ Lmax
f ð10Þ

where v1 ¼ vsðt1Þ; v2 ¼ vf ðt2Þ:

Proof. From the definition of EAT, the set of flow f

packets served in the interval ½v1; v2� have EAT value at

least v1 and at most v2: Hence, the set can be partitioned

into two sets:

† The set, denoted by D; consists of packets that have

EAT at least v1 and AFT at most v2: Formally,

D ¼ {klv1 # EATðpk
f Þ # v2 ^ AFTðpk

f Þ # v2} ð11Þ

Since rðpk
f Þ # rf ; we can concludeX

k[D

Lk
f # rf ðv2 2 v1Þ ð12Þ

† This set, denoted by E; consists of packets that have

EAT at most v2 and AFT greater than v2: Formally,

E ¼ {klv1 # EATðpk
f Þ # v2 ^ AFTðpk

f Þ $ v2} ð13Þ

Clearly, at most one packet can belong to set E andX
k[E

Lk
f # Lmax

f ð14Þ

Hence, combined with Eqs. (12) and (14), Lemma 2 follows.

3.2.1. Fairness guarantees

Theorem 1. (Short Term Fairness) For any interval ½t1; t2�

in which flows f and m are backlogged during the entire

interval. The difference in the service received by two flows

in the APCB service model is given as

Wf ðv1; v2Þ

rf

2
Wmðv1; v2Þ

rm

�����
�����

# max
i;j[{f ;m}

Lmax
i

ri

þ
Lmax

j ða21
j 2 fjÞ

rj

þ Dtj

( )
ð15Þ

where v1 ¼ vsðt1Þ; v2 ¼ vf ðt2Þ; and Dti; fi are defined in

Lemma 1.

Proof. Since unfairness between two flows in any interval is

the maximum possible service difference between them.

From Lemmas 1 and 2, we can get the throughput lower

bound and upper bound of a flow. Let the flow receives the

maximum service and the other minimum service. This

Theorem follows directly. A

Theorem 2. (Long Term Fairness) For a continually

backlogged flow f, it achieves the following long-term

throughput in the APCB service model:

lim
v!1

Wf ð0; vÞ

v
¼ rf ð16Þ

Proof. From Lemmas 1 and 2, we have the following:

rf ðv2Dtf Þ2Lmax
f ða21

f 2ff Þ#Wf ð0;vÞ# rf vþLmax
f ð17Þ
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When divided by v; we have:

rf 2
Dtf

v
2

Lmax
f ða21

f 2 ff Þ

v
#

Wf ð0; vÞ

v
# rf þ

Lmax
f

v

ð18Þ

The result follows directly by letting v !1: A

3.2.2. Throughput guarantees

Theorem 3. If Q is the set of flows served in the APCB

service model, and if a flow f is continually backlogged over

a real-time interval ½t1; t2�; flow f 0s aggregated service

Wf ðt1; t2Þ is bounded by

Wf ðt1; t2Þ $ rf ðt2 2 t1 2 Dtf Þ2
rf

C

X
i[Q

Lmax
i

2 Lmax
f ða21

i 2 ff Þ ð19Þ

where C ¼
P

i[Q ri; C is less than the system capacity, and

Dtf and ff are defined in Lemma 1.

Proof. Let v1 ¼ vsðt1Þ and let Ŵðv1; v2Þ denote the aggregate

length of packets served by the server in the virtual time

interval ½v1; v2�: Then from Lemma 2 we get:

Ŵðv1; v2Þ #
X
i[Q

riðv2 2 v1Þ þ
X
i[Q

Lmax
i ð20Þ

Since the server is non-work-conserving, the system

bandwidth C ¼
P

i[Q ri

Ŵðv1; v2Þ # Cðv2 2 v1Þ þ
X
i[Q

Lmax
i ð21Þ

Define v2 as

v2 ¼ v1 þ t2 2 t1 2

X
i[Q

Lmax
i

C
ð22Þ

Then from Eq. (21), we conclude:

Ŵðv1; v2Þ # Cðt2 2 t1Þ ð23Þ

Let �t2 be such that vf ð�t2Þ ¼ t2: Therefore, the real time taken

by the server to serve packets with aggregated length
�Wðv1; v2Þ is:

�t2 2 t1 ¼
Ŵðv1; v2Þ

C
#

Cðt2 2 t1Þ

C
¼ t2 2 t1 ð24Þ

So, �t2 # t2 Therefore

Wf ðt1; t2Þ $ Ŵf ðt1; �t2Þ ¼ Wf ðv1; v2Þ ð25Þ

According to Lemma 1

Wf ðv1; v2Þ $ rf ðv2 2 v1 2 Dtf Þ2 Lmax
f ða21

i 2 ff Þ

¼ rf t2 2 t1 2

X
i[Q

Lmax
i

C
2 Dtf

0
BB@

1
CCA2 Lmax

f ða21
i 2 ff Þ

¼ rf ðt2 2 t1 2 Dtf Þ2
rf

C

X
i[Q

Lmax
i 2 Lmax

f ða21
i 2 ff Þ

ð26Þ

Combine Eqs. (25) and (26), the theorem follows. A

3.2.3. Delay guarantees

Theorem 4. If Q is the set of flows served in the APCB

service model, and if packet p
j
f is the Nth packet in flow i’s

outgoing buffer and pHOL
f is the head-of-line packet in the

buffer, then the departure time of packet p
j
f ; which is

denoted by DPðp
j
f Þ; is given by:

DPðp
j
f Þ # EATðpHOL

f Þ þ
Xminðff ;N21Þ

i¼1

Lmax
f

af rf þ sf L
max
f i

þ ðmaxðff ;N 2 1Þ2 ff Þ
Lmax

f

rf

þ

X
i[Q

Lmax
i

C
ð27Þ

where C ¼
P

i[Q ri;C is less than the system capacity, and

ff is defined in Lemma 1

Proof. Let packet pk
f and p

j
f be the first and the last packet

served in the same busy period of server. Also, let v1 ¼

EATðpk
f Þ and v2 ¼ EFTðp

j
f Þ: Thus, the set of flow f packets

served in the interval ½v1; v2� have EAT at least v1 and at

most v2: There are two sets:

Df ¼ {mlv1 # EATðpm
f Þ # v2 ^ EFTðpm

f Þ # v2} ð28Þ

Since the estimated rate of flow f may be variable in a time

interval, let rf ðvÞ be the function for flow f at time v as the

rate assigned to the packet that is being transmitted at time v:

Formally,

rf ðvÞ ¼
rðpi

f Þ; if ’i ðEATðpi
f Þ # v , EFTðpi

f ÞÞ

0; else

(
ð29Þ

So the aggregated length of flow f packets served by the

server in the interval ½v1; v2�; denoted by APf ðv1; v2Þ is given

as:

APf ðv1; v2Þ #
ðv2

v1

rf ðvÞdv ð30Þ

Hence aggregated length of packets in set Q is:

X
n[Q

APnðv1; v2Þ #
X
n[Q

ðv2

v1

rnðvÞdv ð31Þ
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X
n[Q

APnðv1; v2Þ # Cðv2 2 v1Þ ð32Þ

Since it is the busy period in the interval ½v1; v2�; and by the

definition of EAT and EFT, we get

v2 2 v1 ¼
Xj

i¼k

Li
f

rðpi
f Þ

ð33Þ

and

X
n[Q

APnðv1; v2Þ # C
Xj

i¼k

Li
f

rðpi
f Þ

ð34Þ

† This set, denoted by E; consists of packets that have EAT

at most v2 and EFT greater than v2: Formally,

E ¼ {mlv1 # EATðpm
f Þ # v2 ^ EFTðpm

f Þ . v2} ð35Þ

Clearly, at most one packet of flow f can belong to this set.

Hence, the maximum aggregate length of packets in flow set

Q is:X
i[Q^i–f

Lmax
i þ L

j
f ð36Þ

Hence, the aggregate length of packets served by the server

in the interval ½v1; v2�; denoted by Ŵðv1; v2Þ; is:

Ŵðv1; v2Þ # C
Xj

i¼k

Li
f

rðpi
f Þ

þ
X

i[Q^i–f

Lmax
i þ L

j
f ð37Þ

Let �t be the time taken by server to serve packets with

aggregate length Ŵðv1; v2Þ in a busy period. We get:

�t ¼
Ŵðv1; v2Þ

C
#
Xj

i¼k

Li
f

rðpi
f Þ

þ

X
i[Q^i–f

Lmax
i

C
þ

L
j
f

C
ð38Þ

�t #
Xj

i¼k

Li
f

rðpi
f Þ

þ

X
i[Q

Lmax
i

C
ð39Þ

Since packet p
j
f departs no later than v2 and all the packets

served in the virtual time interval ½v1; v2� are served in the

same busy period of the server, we get:

EATðpk
f Þ þ �t $ DPðp

j
f Þ ð40Þ

From Eq. (40), we get:

DPðp
j
f Þ # EATðpk

f Þ þ
Xj

i¼k

Li
f

rðpi
f Þ

þ

X
i[Q

Lmax
i

C
ð41Þ

Let p
j
f be the Nth packet in the outgoing buffer of flow f ; and

pk
f is the head-of-line packet of the buffer. For the set of

packet pm
f ; where m [ {alk # a # j}; we can use the

arguments in Lemma 1 to get that the worst case for DPðp
j
f Þ

happens when Lm
f ¼ Lmax

f and rðpk
f Þ ¼ af rf : Hence, using

the same notations in Lemma 1, we can get:

DPðp
j
f Þmax ¼ EATðpk

f Þ þ
Xminðff ;N21Þ

i¼1

Lmax
f

af rf þ sf L
max
f i

þ ðmaxðff ;N 2 1Þ2 ff Þ
Lmax

f

rf

þ

X
i[Q

Lmax
i

C

ð42Þ

By substituting pk
f with pHOL

f ; the Theorem follows. A

4. Performance evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the scheme by simulations.

We simulate both core components of bluetooth standard:

the Baseband layer and the L2CAP layers. With the

assumption of error-free channel, we do not consider error

bit rate. The baseband packet limit is 5-slot packet

(339 bytes), which is specified in the specifications [1].

For simplicity, the sender of each flow generates packets

with fixed length of 339 bytes, and we do not consider flow

control so that the buffer size of each sender is large enough.

We compare the APCB scheme with the RR scheme and the

queue status based polling interval (QSPI) scheme [2],

which is a power-conserving scheduling algorithm for

bluetooth piconets. With APCB, the service unit is flow and

the master forwards packets directly without buffering. With

RR and QSPI, the service unit is node and the master

maintains a buffer for each slave and itself. The simulation

topology is shown in Fig. 1, and the parameters of each flow

are listed in Table 2.

In QSPI, the sniff mode1 is utilized to aid the master and

the slave to reach an agreement on when the slave will be

served by the master. Whenever there is no data in a

particular queue, the master switches the slave to sniff mode

with a fixed value of the polling interval. Each slave has two

sniff states: state I and state II. The polling interval of a slave

in state II doubles that in state I. When a slave is switched

from active to sniff, it is in state I. It goes to state II when it

has no data to send when being polled, and is moved back to

active from state I if its queue contains more than one

packet. When a slave staying in state II is polled, it goes

back to state I if there are two packets in the queue. In the

case that there are more than two packets in the queue, the

slave is resumed to be active. We set the fixed polling

interval to be 62.5 ms.

The holding threshold e for APCB is set to one time slot

(625 ms). For simplicity, we only consider the homogeneous

traffic sources in our simulation, so that each flow sender

uses the same traffic parameters and sets up the same value

of a: Intuitively, the selection of a is traffic model

1 Essentially, the sniff mode used in QSPI is the same as the hold mode

used in APCB.
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dependent. In order to show this relationship, we evaluate

our policy under three traffic models, the Constant Bit Rate

(CBR) model, the Poisson Process (PP) model and the

ON/OFF model. For the CBR model and PP model, the

burstiness degree si is equal to 1.0. For the ON/OFF model,

si ¼ 2:0:

The following metrics are used to evaluate the algorithm:

the throughput, the average packet delay and the total

Weighted Power Consumption Slots (WPCSs) of all the

slaves in the piconet. The throughput is equal to the total

throughput of all flows. We measure these data along with

different length of flow active time, during which the flow is

actively transmitting packets. Here, we define the WPCS as

the weighted number of the slots with power consumption

by a device in the time period of T : For a bluetooth device, it

has four operational modes: TxMode, RxMode, ActiveMode,

SleepMode. It has been shown that transmitting packets (for

the same duration) consumes almost the same amount of

power as receiving packets, and power consumption in

TxMode and RxMode is higher than that in ActiveMode and

SleepMode. According to the data from Ref. [14], we

assume the weight of the four modes are 1.0, 0.6, 0.2, and

0.0, respectively.

4.1. The CBR model

Under this model, we assume that the sender of each flow

generates packets at a constant interval, which is determined

by the flow rate. For example, flow S1 ! S2 has 10 packets

per second (Note that the packet size is fixed to 339 bytes)

so that the packet interval is 0.1 s. With APCB, the master

does not mis-predict the EAT of flows in this model. Thus, a

has no effect in this scenario and we set it to 1.0. The

performance results are shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, our

scheme has the largest throughput. Compared to RR, APCB

Table 2

Connections parameters

Flow Flow rate (bps)

S1 ! S2 27,120

S2 ! S5 40,680

S3 ! Master 81,360

S4 ! S5 54,240

S5 ! S2 62,376

S6 ! S7 27,120

S7 ! S6 108,480

Fig. 4. Performance comparisons between RR and APCB under CBR traffic.
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not only reduces the power consumption by 65%, but also

significantly reduces the packet delay. This can be explained

by the fact that APCB does not waste any time slot, whereas

RR treats each slave equally and wastes many slots due to

excessive polling. Since we do not apply flow control in the

simulation, due to queuing delay, the packet delay of the RR

scheme increases continuously as the flow active time

increases.

Compared to RR, as shown in Fig. 4, QSPI can

significantly reduce the power consumption. However, its

throughput and packet delay is the worst among the three

schemes. With QSPI, the polling interval of QSPI is adapted

according to the queue length of a slave, a flow connected to

the slave may have a long packet delay (more than twice the

fixed polling interval) if the slave has been put into sniff. On

the other hand, when several slaves have more than two

packets in their queues, they are in active simultaneously,

and the master needs to serve these slaves with RR. If the

number of such slaves is large, the power efficiency of QSPI

could be significantly degraded since the number of time

slots used for unnecessary polling may be high. In contrast,

APCB adjusts the polling interval of each slave based on the

corresponding flow rate, so that the master can have a

precise estimate of when the sender will have data,

especially in the case of CBR. As a result, the end nodes

of the flow can stay in hold as long as possible without

violating the packet delay too much.

4.2. The PP model

We use the Poisson Process (PP) model to emulate some

variable bit rate (VBR) flows. If the traffic model of a flow

is a simple PP with mean l; then the time interval between

two adjacent packets has an exponential distribution with

parameter l: In this section, the 1=l of each flow is equal to

the packet interval used in the CBR model. PP is a pure

memoryless process which means there exists no relation-

ship between any adjacent events. This means that the

master will definitely encounter mis-predict the EAT of a

PP flow.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5, and the legend

APCB(1.0) means the a ¼ 1:0: Under PP model, we can see

that as the flow active time lasting longer, the throughput of

APCB scheme with different a settings, except a ¼ 0:3; are

similar and are greater than that under RR. The delay under

APCB(1.0) is just little higher than that under RR. From Fig.

5, we can see that APCB outperforms QSPI in terms of

throughput, packet delay and power efficiency. The reason

Fig. 5. Performance comparisons between RR and APCB under PP traffic.
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has been explained before and is still valid here. For APCB,

it is clear that a ¼ 0:3 brings a longer delay. This is caused

by the longer queuing delay due to the longer catching up

time after one mis-prediction. It is interesting to see that the

WPCSs are similar when a is different. The reason is that

the traffic is quite intensive and the occurrences of mis-

predictions are small since the queue of a flow can have

some packets backlogged for many time slots after an mis-

prediction (Please note that the standard deviation of the

exponential distribution is 1=l). So setting a ¼ 1:0 is the

best choice under the PP model.

4.3. The ON/OFF model 1

The ON/OFF model is an interrupted process (i.e. the

inter-arrival time changes based on the state of the system).

The idle period and the active period are assumed to be

exponentially distributed. In the active period, the packet

interval is assumed to be constant. We choose the mean

period of the idle period and the active period to be 200 and

100 ms, respectively. The rate of flow i is treated as its

average rate so that the inter-arrival time in flow i’s active

period is 3ri: The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.

From the results, we can find out that the throughput with

APCB, except a ¼ 0:3; is generally similar to that of the RR

policy. This is because the average flow rates are quite high

and the buffer of a flow is rarely empty in its idle periods.

Following the same reason, mis-prediction is rare so that

there is no difference in terms of power saving with different

value of a: There is a slight difference between the delay

under APCB(1.0) and that under RR. The reason for longer

delay under APCB with other a settings is the same as that

in the PP model. From this example, we find that if the

traffic is quite intensive under the ON/OFF model, a ¼ 1:0

is also the best choice.

Similar to the cases under the previous two traffic

models, QSPI has better power efficiency than RR, whereas

it cannot maintain a comparable throughput or packet delay.

Compared to APCB, QSPI is worse in all aspects of the

performance metrics. This is still due to the relatively static

adaptation policy of QSPI.

4.4. The ON/OFF model 2

In this scenario, we still use the ON/OFF model. The

differences are: first, the idle and active periods are

assumed to follow a Gaussian Marginal distribution, and

the random numbers are generated similarly to Ref. [8].

Fig. 6. Performance comparisons between RR and APCB under ON/OFF traffic.
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Second, in the active mode, the inter-arrival time is

randomly distributed between 0:5ri and ri: It is obvious

that the system load is much less than that in the

previous example. The simulation results are shown in

Fig. 7. As can be seen, the throughput of APCB with

varies values of a; except a ¼ 0:3; is almost the same as

that of RR. Although the average packet delay of the

APCB approach, except a ¼ 0:3; is moderately higher

than that of the RR approach, the power consumption of

the APCB approach has been reduced as much as 85%

compared to the RR approach. Again, QSPI achieves

better power efficiency than RR at the expense of much

worse throughput and packet delay, when compared to

RR and APCB. Thus, it is still not a good solution

compared to APCB. Under the ON/OFF model, we

should note that the system load is quite light, and the

scheduler under the APCB approach works in the non-

work-conserving manner. Thus, the capacity of the

system is smaller than the RR approach. Also, since

mis-prediction may happen, the corresponding rate

adjustment could bring some extra packet delay due to

the prolonged polling intervals (Note that the expected

data rate of flow i is reduced by ai upon a mis-

prediction). From Fig. 7, we can see that there exists a

tradeoff between power and delay. If power saving is

the optimization goal, the a ¼ 0:3 approach is better

than the a ¼ 0:5 approach. However, this power saving

is at the cost of increasing the delay. To achieve a

balance between power and delay, a ¼ 0:5 is better than

a ¼ 0:3: For example, in terms of power consumption,

the a ¼ 0:3 approach reduces the power consumption by

about 13% compared to the a ¼ 0:5 approach; however,

the a ¼ 0:3 approach doubles the delay. Certainly, if

delay is an important issue, a ¼ 0:8 is a better option

compared to a ¼ 0:5:

5. Conclusions and future works

In this paper, we proposed an adaptive power-conserving

scheduling algorithm for bluetooth networks. Through

theoretical analyses, we showed that the APCB scheme

can guarantee the performance of a flow. From the

simulation results, we found that the APCB scheme can

save a significant amount of power under varies traffic

models. Under the CBR traffic model, the APCB scheme

always outperforms the RR policy. Under the PP traffic

model, if the system load is heavy, our scheme may have a

little bit longer delay, but the throughput is more than that

under the RR scheme. Under the ON/OFF traffic model, if

Fig. 7. Performance comparisons between RR and APCB under train traffic.
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the system load is heavy, the throughput and the delay are

almost the same as those of the RR scheme. Under the

ON/OFF traffic model, if the system load is light, our

scheme may have a moderately longer packet delay and

slightly less throughput due to the non-work-conserving

nature and the prediction nature of APCB. However, our

scheme can reduce the power consumption as much as 85%.

We found that a has significant effects on power saving and

delay. Properly choosing the values of a is helpful for

achieving a good balance between system performance and

power consumption. Our future work will focus on

automatically adapting a for each flow so that the flow

can automatically get a good balance between power and

delay based on a certain criteria. For example, the master

can monitor the performance of a flow. When the packet

delay increases above a threshold, the master and the end

nodes of the flow will increase a to serve the flow faster.

Otherwise, they can decrease a to save more power.
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